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ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of a curriculam

project which produced an instructional design for field superviSion.'
The primary objective was to operationalize the "systems approach" to )
field supervision by showing how the theory /Practice synthesis,/

/learninvtheory, and variation of 'newer instructional 'designs could
student;be used in the practibum.at the University of ,

. Illinois, Chicago Circle Campus. The instructional design, placed in
the context of learningtheory, consists of nine components and a
,flow chart model depicting the components and their relation hips in
achieving objectives applicable to a specific sigill(s) or c cepi,
needed by the student teacher. Included imAhe report areg idelines
for developing a self-instructional package omq focusing on a
specific skill or concept needing mastering by the student teacher.
The concomitant use of the SIP based on this instruciona design in
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self- paced,. individualized,learning'for the student teacler; and (2)
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performance by.fioth the classroom cooperating teicher anid th9 college
.supervisor. A self-instructional package, with self-con 'ained units,
'develoPe within the framework of a nine-component ins uctional'
system i currently being used-to help students acquit specific
skills a sociated with the open classroom concept. (Au hor)
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IMPLICATIONS OF LEARNING THEORY

CO IN A SYSTEMS APPROACH: TO SUPERVISION

Gloria S. Gibbs
cF-2

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

LLI-J

.1

a INTRODUCTION

The primary objectives of this project inLLearning Them/ and Appli-

cation were as follows: (1) to assist the faculty in the Department of

Curriculum, Instruction and Evaluktion in redesigning the student teach

practicum utilizing an individualized self -paced appIoach, (2) to formulate

A.
a rationale based on learning theories which supports the seklpaced apprach

in mastering teaching skills, and(3) to design a visual aid (flow chartModel)

to-illustrate how theory/practice synthesis, learning theory andvariation of

6

_ the newer instructional designs can be made applicableto the student teaching

practicum.

In addition, it was assumed that the systems approach d9sign for super-

vision would add a unique dimension to the traditional apprenticeship model

of teaching-learning in a classroom setting by providing (1) self-paced

learning for the teacher-trainee, and (2) systematic feedback and evaluation

of classroom performance by the college and claSsrOom supervisor.

4.
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

This sectidn is devoted to a discussion of the reasons for considering

a systems approach to supervision.

First, this project is a follow-up to a pilot study completed earlier

by the researcher to test the hypothesis that student teachers detnonstrate

better classroom performance if performance objectives were employed to Ia-
.

assess performance during the practicum by both the cooperatir4 teacher

and college supervisor. The results of this studyin Applied Research and

Evaluation made it pdssible to conclude that the use of performance objectives
.

during the practicum with student teachers indicated significant improvement

in classroom perfoirnance.

Second, because the self-paced approach to instruction is making sig-

nificant modification in the traditional methods of college level instruction,

it was therefore assumed that the individualized, self-paced approach to

learning Would be applicable to the student teaching practicum.

Third, it has been pointed out that a "systems approach" in manage-

ment as well as in instructional contexts is one of the more significant

adtrances in education. 'It is possible t'-ough a systems approach to develop

an empirically based process model directed at representing'and controlling

the complex interrelationships of the teacher-student instrtictional.environ-,

ment. Although empirical models in education are not new, they have been

ss
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employed in piece-meal, additive fashion 1.ather than from a perspective of

dealing with the total en k;nment (Zefferblitt, 1973).

Conjquent1y, this project was implemented to assist the goal of

moving the teacher training program more in line with the emerging concept

of supervision by objectives (McNeil, 1973). Hence, att don was given to

the broader aspects of the teacher training program. Following are other

concerns to be considered.

For the most part the supervision of student teaching has been an

unexamined area of instruction and untouched by newer1instructional designs.
Oft

The haphazard "hit and miss" traditional apprenticeship model is not in

congruences with compete 4-based teaches education. Because the-developer

was concerned with the indlyidpalizationvf student teaching, the next step

propdsed was to design and out an iustructibnal, system in order to ?
9.

detemnine how effective it would be in moving the teacher training program

more in tune with competency-baked teacher education.

Moreover, 4 was assumed that the proposed instructional design fdr

supervision utilize the systems approach because of the following significapt
1

factors: (1) The systems approach has built-in flexibility for alternatives,
35

variation in learning styles and time needed to master a specific learning

task, .nd (2) an absence of one-directional structure by allowing not only

"feedback" but also "feedforward" (Banathy, 1968). .

g

In sum; The procedures followed in implementing this project in

Learning Theory and Application were as follows:
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1. A review and analysis of the literature pertaining to theorists and

theories related to modern instructional systems.

2. A rationale r. the selectibn of the components for a systems

131approach to supervision.

3,i A flow chart model designed by the researcher graphically de-

picting the components and their interrelationship in achieving objetives

in a supervisory, instructional, design which would be arpplicable to a specific

skill(s) needed by the teacher-trainee.

The next section of this paper will be devoted to the procedures fol-

lowed for the purpose of gathering data for a systems approach to supervision.

ea
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PROCEDURES
<1.

The basic step in dexgning an instructional system was to consider

the implications,of learning thedry in the development of any curriculum,

aq how a knowledge of curriculum principles parallels the systems approach

to instruction.

There are three major principles of curriculum development which

have obvious implications for any instructional design consistent with the

psychology of learning (Tyler, 1969). First, after gaining knowledge of the
.

learner's previous experience and achievement, it is futile to me that -

all learners will progress .at the same rate or should follow a predetermined

sequence of instruction. In the area of supervision tie student is expected

to learn through °doing:" Hence, learning becomes more permanent and

meaningful if.there is an opportunity to use ,such knowledge and skills in

-`tiNsituations' which are like or siMilar to later use. Thus a specific skill

needed for a student teacher can be practiced, evaluated, and perfected

-A better in a structured, systematic approach with the student in a classroom

setting practicing the behavior.

Second,L awareness of the fact th-at learning can produce multiple out- .

comes can be more effectively and efficiently taken advantage of if a student

teacher is not permitted to progress- superficially guided by either the class-,

room teacher or college supervisor. Using a systems approach can not

5
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-
only mission-orient specific knowledge and skills needed by a tea4her-trainee,

but also controls the development of positive attitudes and continued/interest

.in an area.

Finally, in relation to psychological findings that learning experiences

which are consistent with each other, i.e. , integrated and coherent, reinforce

each other; whereas, arning which is compartmethalized, or is incon-

sistent with each other require greater time and may actually interfere

with learning. A systems approach shquld eliminate this possibility through

a careful s4ection of components combined into a compS'site whole.

Consideration of the above psychological principles in curriculum
%,

constrpctic4iprovided a framework for the examination of programmed

materials and its impact on changing the traditional mode of instructio

Following is a discussion of the pros and cons'of programmed material

and attempts 4t individualizing instruction.

During the Seventies, there has been a growing body of,comrnercially

prepared materials for student use from the primary grades to the college

level. These commercially prepared,materials focps on (1) the individual
b

student and (2) emphasize goal setting or instructional objectives. There

are currently being used many variants of individualizing college level

instruction for regular courses, such'as "mini-courses" and learning

packages. Instiuctors at the college level tend to use the self-instructional.

material either as' supplemental, whole class, or simple as diagnostic

tools to help students acquire skills for a course.



As pointed out earlier, although individualizing is the most widely

innovative technique, for focusing college level instruction on the dividual,

little consideration,has been given to the utilization of this appro, ch to an

instructional design for the supervisi6n of student teachers. Be se the
li

major problem in designing a flow chart model for supervision f student

teaching was,to examine current types oft self- instructional pr grams; for

the purpose of analysis, and synthesizing the strengths of vidual

materials; the table (Edling, 1972) on the following page w s utilized for

this purpose.. Edling (1972) has made a useful classific tion of the types

of, individualized instruction.

The data in the table illustrate the obvious st cengths and weaknesses

found, in current materials used for individualizin! instruction.

Type A, a form of individualiied instructicjn, is most prevalent Nit

is limited.`, Its obvious limitation is that it is simply programmed in-

struction with only the learner's 'beginning point and rate of progress varying

from those of other learners. On the other htiid, its obvicTs strength is

that it has the characteristics of a performance based curriculum wherein

identical objeUes and performance standards for all learners use.

Additionally, many commercially prepared and teacher developed materials

apply this system approach,to variously called instructional pro' grams:

minisystems, learning packages and learning kits. However, they do not

fit, nor can they be really adapted to the supervision of student teachers

in a classroom setting. Moreover, it is impossible for commercial

a.



Media

1

School-
*

determined

TABLE I

Ob'ectives

f

School-determined , Learner-selected

1

Type A Type B
Individually diagnosed Personalized

Learner- Type Type D
selected Self-directd Independent Study

a

'
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-. producers of packages to ant cipate each learner's objectives or to provide

effectively alternate sequen es needed to permit variations for both the

9

supervisor and the student eacherl a selection. It is the researcher's
/

position that devices for1)4formance criteria, diagnosis, -or pre-assessment

an be best developed by the prodlicer of the learning system.. In other words,
1

, the instructor must be personally involved witkthe program.

There Are obviostrengths in the selection of Type B and Type C.

In Type B, the learner chooses his objectives; in Type C, the learner

1

chooseS his media. 'Bit observatidn indicates that in regular college courses

teachers are rarely willing to allow Type B and C activities even if'the

package pefmits it. To compensate for his weakness, a package designed

for student teaching would have to insure the flexibility needed for.choice
A

and selection of activities. .
.

--Lastly, Type D focuses on independent study 6nd,is- uniquely a student

selected objective/media program and performance objectives and criteria

must be individually developed if-used at all. The obvious limitations of

Type D is that the student is not in close contact with the teaching and

leariiing process involving students in the elementary classroom settiNr

In sum: The major objective in designing a flow chart model showing

the interrelationship of components was to capitalize on the strengths and 't
4.

weaknesses found in current materials used for individualized instruction.
4 .

Thus the :solution was to take a broadened conception of programmed

instruction in designing a model for supervision whirl would attempt to

4/
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eliminate wea esses found 'in the, programmed instruction movement which

received its majo± impetus from the writings of B. F. ski.4er in the-Fifties.

Beoluse of Skinner's influenbe, the concept of programmed instruction for,

modifying human behavio-r was to use reinforceinent,'procedures in the'
0

classroom similar to those employed in the laboratory. Consequently, the

most efficient methocfof proiding subtle reinforcement contingencies

through "prpgramrned" instructional materials came to i cI Ie these three
g

significant 'chars cteristie s- (Po pham and Baker, 1970).

1. Active response of the studeht to carekulLy sequenced instructional

materials.

2. The provision of immediate knowledge of results, whereby the

learner could judge whether fiis response wSs correct or incorrect.

. Self-pacing, whereby the student was able to_move at his own rate

tprough the instructional program.

Although the design of a flow chart modellshould meet-these criteria,.

the gap in the researcher's view is th at an instructional design for suPer-

vision and the Skinnerian cdheept tend tq bebased on a linear conceition

of instruction, i.e., the student proceding in a straight line through the

small segments or "frames" of the instru9tional materials. This approach'

to supervision would tend not only to stifle- creativity, but also retard the

selection of alternatives and become hAiinately- dull for the stucient

teacher, classroom teacher and college supervisor. Moreover, the,

teacher-trainee should be more actively involved through, a design which

CN.
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employs branching techniqueset(Crowder, 1959).p The student teaching .

,
practicum can become more realistically individualized by permitting more

alternatives than the Skinnercan approach which advocates going through a

skill sequentially to be mastere/during the student teaching practicum.

Hence, a designfor supervision which illustrates branching techniques,

permitting alternatives based on preassessed 'needs of the student teacher

will not only save time, but will also allow the flexibility needed irt the

. teacher-trainee practicum as traditionally" structured. P.

What; then, is the best medium for translating the systems approach

to supervision of student teachers? The researcher's view is that the de-

vising of a Self-Instructional Package (SIP) which will concentrate on

specific skill needed by a teacher-trainee. An analog to this approach is ,

the current use of microteaching in teacher training programs for the

development of specific, teaching skills (Allen, Ryan, 1969). In micro-

teaching the student teacher work on segment directed at specific skills

(e.g., probing questions, higher order questions, etc.). These skills

are practiced, evaluated in a simlated situation. The Self-Instructional

Package (SIP) which the researcher proposes would be used concomitantly

in direct classroom experience by the teacher-itrairiee and would focus on

a specific instructional skill and organizational strategy needed in an open

classroom environment.



RESULT;

The p aim= culminate in an instructional design for supervision

consisting of nine compbnents:
o

1. Rationale

2. Performance Objectives

3. Pre-Assessment

4._ Learning Activities

5. Self-Evaluation

6. Suggested Readings

7. Vocabulary
/qv

8. Reinforcement Activities

9. Post-Assessment (Instruments and Validation)

The flow chart model in the Appendix illustrates how a Self-Instructional

Pacicage (SIP) utilized during the teacher-trainee practicum will operatioilalize

a systems approach to supervision. Following the model flow chart is a

discussion of the reasons for the selection of the nine components in developing'

the SIP and hoiv its use will operationalize th systems approach" to super-

and provide for individualization during the practicUm.

This instructional design for field supervision is currently being

used by the developer to help bring student teachers' experiences in con-.

gruence with the latest approaches in developing open classroom environments.

a 12
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1. liati

The Tea her-Trainee ,(TT) is introduced/ to the SIP acquainting him

a

with its releV a ice to his/her needs, and the s s and ciancepts to be developed

through a Colle0 Supervisor/TT Intervier_onference.

2. ance Ob'e tives

The TT is prec se performance indicators against which progress

during the practicum can measured. This foreshadows the evaluation at

the end of the rikacticurri by specifying the quality of performance expected.

S. Pre-Assessment

The pre-assessment is based on the objectives of the SIP. It helps the

TT and the college supervisor to det,rmine what activities are needed during

the practicum based on the entry behaviors of the TT. It serves as a guide

-to a selected sequence of learning activities. The pre-assessment compared

to the post-assessmeht at the end of the practicumyill.give tangible, evidence

of performance. As an dutcome the TT should learn'thtskill of investing

time wisely during the practicum.

4. Learning Activities

A variety of learning activitieithat employ different instruct/tonal

modes are provided to meet the learning styles of the TTs. Ex. Preparation

of classroom materials (worksipps); the on-campus seminar; inte rschool

visitation; direeted readings; OIR/AV lab; Currtculum library.
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. Self-Evaluation

the supervisoiand the classroom teacher help the TT to make pro-

fessional decisions by mimed- quarter regarding his skills and possibilities

for improving the skills, where necessary, through additiOnal alternative

learning activities. This gives the TT insight into his ability to meet the

objectives of the SIP and to assess his progress toward attaining the skills in

theTracticum setting.

The following three components may be viewed as a reservoir which fnay\

be utilized anytiMe by the TT during the practicum.

6. Suggested Readings

In addition to the prescribed learning activities, the SIP includes

reference to duplicated materials, bibliography (list of films, games, and.

manipulatbves), and observation activities.
a

. 7. Vocabulary k.,

The vocabullry germane to the SIP is included to assist the student in

acquiring the necessary verbal competence which is correlated`With concepts

of the ST theme.'

8. Reinforcement Activities

The reinforcement activities related to the theme of the SIP (may

carried outl4n the classroom, 'on-campus seminar. pursued independently orv

in a ...small gratip) are included to sharpen the newly acquired slall* and to

learn to apply the skill creatively.

51
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9. Post-Assessment Instruments for Teacher-Trainee
Feedback and Eval tioxi of the SIP ,

The assessment instruments attempt to provideitangible evidence of

performance. Instruments to e developed Will not only meare the TT

performance in terms of precise criteria but attitudes and validition.data

will also be obtained in the vat ipus components of the SIP.

15
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